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In October 2004, a multimedia organisation called Spectrum Group hit the audiovisual landscape 

in Cameroon with a new dual channel outfit called Spectrum Television (STV). STV’s arrival 

threatened the foundation of C.R.T.V – the only state TV Cameroonians have been obliged to 

watch since 1985. C.R.T.V itself had dulled the information, education and entertainment psyche 

of its viewers through programmes that were alienated from Cameroonians, and through a 

managerial style that was obsessed with patronage and megalomania. No doubt then, STV’s 

arrival was a relief from the boredom of monotony that CRTV had excelled in. There was every 

reason to be glued to STV. 

 First, the media organ launched two channels simultaneously with the promise that STV1 would 

cater for programmes in English and STV 2 for programmes in French. 

Second the Senegalese – born General Manager, Mactar Silla brought rich professional 

credentials yet a simple and discreet managerial style that contrasted with the omnipotent and 

omnipresent character of the pre-Vamoulke CRTV epoch.  Silla was the antithesis of 

“Supervision Generale”. 

Third the journalists cut for themselves an ambitious and assiduous profile. As a matter of fact 

their strength was paradoxically their lack of professional exposure, their sense of community 

communication and their spirit of consumer – market based programming. 

 As early a 6:30 daily, Lulu Efange’s talkshow “Good Morning Cameroon” became the wake up 

alarm clock for Cameroonians. In her eyes, Lulu began to see the meteoric stardom of the South 

African ‘Felicia’ and the African American ‘Oprah’.  From the signature cockerel jingle to its 

content, the one and a half “Good Morning Cameroon Show” encapsulated the cultural diversity 

of our land and the human interest approach in development journalism. 

The 7pm and 9pm (now 8:30 pm) news in English and French respectively featured the flip side 

of government functions (seminars, installations, inaugurations etc). The market scenes, our 

picturesque towns, our informal and civil society etc beamed on STV fed us with a dream of a 

new television order in Cameroon. Instantly by capturing the sights and sounds of our country, 

STV became a hit with viewers.  So barely six months of existence, STV went into a public show 

to present their balance sheet and to chart a way forward based ostensibly on their in-house 

evaluation and monitoring. 
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I could not therefore resist STV’s invitation to join a battery of political observers on 28 

December 2004, to analyse the 2004 World events. This occasion provided me the opportunity to 



appreciate the state of the art equipment and more importantly the hospitality of the support, 

technical and professional crew. 

One year after (October 2005), the dream for perfection still remains in the STV Studio but time 

has caught up with the inconsistencies in mission and the blur of vision typical of any new and 

ambitious institution. Two areas stand out for appraisal: Official Language spread (bilingual 

(bicultural background) and homegrown program content (Cameroonian/African colour). 

STV’s language spread (English/French) policy is already being contaminated with the diglossia 

disease that makes the use of French language lord it over the English language. And this is not 

about the Anglophone/Francophone dichotomy; it is about programmes in English and French.  

The fundamental misjudgement of STV, like some private and public agencies in Cameroon, is 

to confuse political linguistic data (8 of 10 provinces are French speaking) with the socio-

linguistic reality (second language learning is on the rise). This misjudgement consequently 

influences the language usage ratio and dents the public relation image of most corporations in 

Cameroon. The truth, at least with the Nollywood experience and the Agatha Moses success 

story, is that Francophones in Cameroon are attracted to anything good in English, willy-nilly. 

Even those who choose to ignore “the Anglophone problem” do not hide their admiration for the 

quality of TV programmes in English and the language mastery of Anglophone journalists. The 

early CTV (Cameroon Television) programmes like “minute by minute, Sports Parade, Focus on 

Arts, English News etc constituted the favourite menu of Francophone viewers.  Names like Eric 

Chinje, Akwanka Joe Ndifor, Ben Berka Njovens, Julius Wamey, Ro-obert Abunaw, Rose Epie 

etc still remain legendary in the minds of Francophones. Conversely, programmes like Q.S.D, 

Province à la une, Actualite Hebdo,Evasion, Telepodium, Silence – on joue etc attracted a wide 

range of Anglophones viewers.  Charles Ndongo, Jean Materne Ndi, Joseph Anderson Le, 

Dieudonne Pigui, Denise Epote etc were Francophone TV stars to Anglophone viewers of C.T.V.   

I guess it was the same with Cameroon Tribune newspaper when it had separate editions of 

English and French.  In this era of multiculturalism, language is a social tool that breaks the 

sensitive though sometimes legitimate barriers of political linguistic stereotype. STV’s lame 

response to this phenomenon has sometimes been either a flawed concurrent bilingualism 

(epitomised by one of its glamourous presenters who switches effortlessly on the same stance 

from English and French), or a biased alternate bilingualism (epitomised by two francophone 

presenters whereby one speaks fluent French and the other approximate English).  
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This takes away the credit performance of the news anchors (especially the ladies) who are all 

doing a great job in the English and French news editions.  “Good Morning Cameroon” would 

hold its own if it remained English in content with all guests speaking nothing but English. It is 

supposed to be the only talkshow in English among a plethora of programmes in French (Espace 

90, 7Hebdo, Assurance,JDB, Les bourgeons, Lumière  de l’islam, STV Direct etc in which I have 



never heard a guest speak in English). Every other programme by Anglophone presenters is 

pompously monitored by Francophone presenters in a so called bilingual feature (Wake-up, On 

the ball, STV Mag, Carrefour, Supermarket etc,)The announcement spots are basically in french 

(STV – votre tele) . 

 If “Good morning Cameroon” is such a popular slot it can have its equivalent in French as it is 

with Monday show and Vendredi show in C.R.T.V today. This therefore leaves STV with 

programmes in English that are foreign and imported (cartoon strips, Africa Report, Business 

Africa,  Nigerian films, Camila, Oprah, Taxi driver, M-net programs etc).  Is this paucity of local 

programmes in English as a result of biased in-house policy or the creative/intellectual sloth of 

Anglophone journalists in STV? 

The second problem with STV is the scarcity of homegrown programmes. Homegrown 

programmes are not only video clips; they are our entire Arts/ culture, customs/ traditions, 

craft/creed, history/values, ecosystem/ environment, news/views and our more/lore which offer a 

comprehensive overview of the people and places that make Cameroon unique. Indeed local 

programme entrepreneurship is becoming an endangered species in the totality of our media. Yet 

the popular Nollywood today is built on the foundation of telefilms beamed on Nigerian 

Television channels in the years of yore. A sister channel Canal 2 International is already 

excelling in this domain, albeit with the same French language hegemony and a strong Bami 

flavour.  Who does not know of the mega success of telefilms or plays featuring Godfrey 

Tangwa, Kwasen Gwangwa, Vanessa Sona, Njikang Placidus Joyce Abunaw etc?  Who forgets 

the popularity of the soap opera called “The trial of Passion” in the C.T.V days? 

 The Observer newspaper of England (of April 24, 2005) reported that a Cameroonian 

playwright Florence Ayisi won the “Prix Art et Essai” prize at the Cannes film festival early this 

year. Her acclaimed documentary called “Sisters in law” was shot in Kumba, features Vera 

Ngassa and Beatrice Ntuba and talks of women’s roles in a Cameroon court.  A new song titled 

“Tatters” is presently breaking the charts in London. The song, a mixture of soul, jazz and 

African pop, is by the London-Zimbabwean singer Netsayi.   Netsayi has revealed that the song 

is based around the poem “Our history” (to precolonial Africa) by the Cameroonian poet Mbella 

Sonne Dipoko from which the song’s extraordinary refrain “falling in tatters like the whipped 

wings of butterflies” is taken. 
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 Like Chinua Achebe puts it “Why do we go so far in the forest to look for a herb that is just 

growing in our backyard?”  A generation will be lost in home education and information if the 

rich diversity of our indigenous culture and the wide array of historical patrimony are not 

reflected in our own media. It is worth noting that the best of CRTV programs came out when 

the Mendo Ze management launched a competition called “Provinciade”.  indeed the financial 

trophies went to those provinces that drank from the fountain of their homegrown settings. The 



producers, Margaret Fombe and Mathias Kome of CRTV Bamenda and Buea respectively, know 

what I am talking about.  

I was therefore stunned to read a Press Release in The Post newspaper (August 22, 2005) to the 

effect that STV had, from 20 August 2005 been given a “New look”. 

This major innovation, according to STV management, beyond the language is focussed towards 

the youths from 15 to 35 years (which keeps me out) in Cameroon as well as women and sports 

fans. This “new look STV package” has so far been local foreign video clips, Oprah show, 

European and Latin American soccer,  and a few pan African programs. In a nutshell STV1 is 

now the quintessence of M-net channel.  The flame of local colour is fading away into the ashes 

of neocultural servitude. The strength of our bilingual character is whittling down to the vagaries 

of entertainment and the vicissitudes of education. Haba Mactar!  

Free-to air channels in Africa are supposed to break the monolithic interpretation of worldview 

and export across our national and continental frontiers the uniqueness of our self view.  

As STV celebrates its first birthday, it should draw from its youthful exuberance and tap from 

Cameroon’s enormous touristic/cultural/ historical/ economical/ social potentials necessary to 

make STV not just a TV in Cameroon but a Cameroonian Television. 

 In this vein, STV would need to stick to its original dream of two channels (STV1 for local 

programs in English and STV 2 for programs in French).  It needs to consider inviting old TV 

hands to conduct in- service or on the job training for its young staff.  It needs to cut down on the 

numerous talkshows in French and produce documentaries, sitcoms and soap operas that provide 

a window on comptemporary Cameroonian/African life. It needs to explore possibilities of state 

subventions, corporation sponsorship, sale of their own homegrown programs and grants from 

television moguls necessary to run the expensive ventures of two channels and local production.  
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In the absence of Gallup polls, audience survey, interactive listservs and pulse polls which 

arguably provide scientific television ratings, I am convinced that appraisals based on free 

consultancies like my write up can help STV get back to its original dream and avoid the 

imminent drift.                           


